
POLYGON GEO-FENCING

Geo-fence locations using Blue Tree’s state-of-the-art polygon geo-fencing 
feature. Once a location is geo-fenced you can run reports per location or 
group of locations (e.g. report all dwell times at customer locations over the 
last week, month, or over any time interval).

ROUTE REPLAY

View detailed vehicle movement in breadcrumb format on a map, with stop 
details and time at location reports. Any timeframe can be specified by the 
user.

ASSET TRACKING 

Blue Tree provides users with live and scheduled trailer status information. 
When tethered, Blue Tree’s solution provides trailer status info every 10 
minutes by default and every 12 hours when untethered. Using the latest 
mapping technology, trailer location data can be displayed using road, aerial 
or bird’s eye map views. 

WATCHBOX ALERTS

In addition to the advanced Polygon Geo-Fencing feature, Blue Tree provides 
watchbox functionality. Watchboxes can be created to immediately alert 
users when a vehicle enters or leaves a location in a specific time period.
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TRAILER MANAGEMENT

Rugged, covertly installed hardware
Monitor and maximize asset deployment
Ensure trailer and road safety



SCHEDULED REPORTING

Scheduled Reporting allows users to receive reports over any specified 
timeframe, or provide summary reports to selected staff on a daily, weekly or 
monthly basis. This allows users to stay on top of their key fleet metrics on a 
regular basis without having to manually run the reports.

RUGGED HARDWARE

Blue Tree’s Asset Tracker is a heavily ruggedized, highly accurate, low cost 
trailer tracking solution. It mounts covertly underneath the trailer with no 
external antennas and goes undetected by unsuspecting thieves. Thanks 
to over-the-air programming, software upgrades and customizations are 
performed seamlessly with no disruption to daily operations.

ADVANCED BATTERY TECHNOLOGY

Blue Tree’s hardware utilizes advanced, rechargeable, lithium battery 
technology to provide years of operation at extreme temperatures.

MAINTENANCE PLANNER

Schedule trailer services and inspections based on trailer odometer or time 
elapsed (e.g. every 6 months). Users will automatically be advised when 
services are coming due and when they are overdue. Once the service is 
complete the next service is automatically scheduled.

“We have been using various trailer tracking systems for over 
15 years now. I can safely say Blue Tree is by far the best yet! 
It’s high reliability and advanced features make Blue Tree the 
obvious choice for our trailer fleet.”

CARLA LUIG, PRESIDENT, FIRST CHOICE TRANSPORT

ADDITIONAL ADVANTAGES

iOS & ANDROID APPS

Detailed trailer and fleet information available at any 
time, anywhere. ‘Watchlist’ functionality allows you 
to keep up to date on high-value deliveries and to 
track all vehicle movements on the go. Available for 
all Android and iOS devices. 

TRAILERTAIL® INTEGRATION

Blue Tree offers users the ability to detect when 
a TrailerTail® aerodynamic device is properly 
deployed by a driver through use of a modified door 
sensor, allowing fleets to significantly reduce drag, 
and in turn, significantly reduce fuel costs.
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